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Teaching the
magnetic vector potential
by analogy
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Homework
Consider an analogous magnetic field given by: B = Bo a (s a) ˆ. What is the vector potential
associated with this field?
Correct answer: points in ẑ , zero where s > a, uniform where s < a.
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Focus on treating curl and divergnce as sources of a vector field
Explicitly targets common ideas about vector derivatives
Attempts to deepen understanding instead of
transferring knowledge directly

Establish vector derivatives
as sources of a field

Sketch fields with simple divergence and/or curl.
Investigate divergence and Stokes’ theorems.

F=0
Investigate in the context of
line source, solid cylindrical
source, and sheet source.

Determine the vector
potential of the magnetic
field at right.
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Review divergence-less curl fields.
B = μ o J.
Apply Stokes’ theorem to
Compare vector derivatives of A to B.
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F=S

Learn the terminology of “Source field”
and “Resultant field.”
Discuss the meaning of the equal sign
and the del operator.

Introduce the vector potential
as a divergence-less curl field

Quantitatively determine A.
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Correct answer: points in ˆ and depends on s.
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Correct answer: a and b.

Qualitatively determine
B and A for two more contexts.
Perspective view
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In what direction does A point?
Does the magnitude of A depend on s?
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Divergence-less Fields sourced by Curl

Question 2: Suppose you had a needle-like
material with magnetic field running
up it, but no magnetic field outside
(i.e., B = C 2 (s)ẑ ).

Consider a solenoid, with current given by: J = K (s a) ˆ. What magnetic field is produced by this
current? Where is the magnetic field zero, uniform, and/or non-uniform?
Correct answer: points in ẑ , zero where s > a, uniform where s < a.

Graph the vector potential of
the magnetic field below.
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Question 1: For the following vector potentials,
which diagrams contain magnetic field
within in dashed region?

B = 0 to derive
A = B.
Use
Apply Stokes’ Theorem.
A = 0.
Assume Coulomb’s gauge:
Compare vector derivatives of A to B.

Graph the magnetic field of
the current below.

Central Ideas

Online Pretest

Focus on analogous nature of the two fields
Assume that similar derivatives meant similar fields
Direct attempt at the transfer of knowledge

Building and practicing
the analogy

Curriculum

We tried two approaches to teach the vector potential.
The first approach used an analogy to the magnetic field.
The second approach used a general framework of sources.
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Research question: How can we improve student
understanding of newly introduced vector fields in
junior-level electromagnetism?

Curriculum

Magnetic Field

Teaching the general
category of divergence-less
fields sourced by curl

Pretest Q1

Pretest Q2

Homework

Top view

Discuss the similarities of A and B.
Attribute the similarities to both
fields only being sourced by curl.

Exam

One class of the analogy group had the exam
question of the general category group.
Only 27% of 26 students were correct.
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Determine the direction of the magnetic vector field above the slab.
Correct answer: out of the page.
Common incorrect: Zero, because magnetic field is zero outside the slab.

Exam question
Concluding remarks: We have found that at the juniorlevel E&M, teaching with a focus on vector derivatives
has been an effective way to improve student
understanding of vector fields. Our future efforts will be
directed towards refining this method for larger gains and
validating this result with a larger population of students.

Sketch of B
B=0

B=0

Determine the direction of the vector
potential at the axis of the cylinder.
Correct answer: out of the page.

